Instruction manual Woody cradle
IMPORTANT: PLEASE KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE. READ THE INSTRUCTIONS
CAREFULLY BEFORE ASSEMBLING THE CRADLE!

Here it is: your very own Hussh/Woody hanging cradle. There’s quite a
chance you’re going to be rather pleased with this absolute dream of a
baby’s bed.
The cradle is made of birch plywood. Wood is a natural product. This
makes each cradle truly unique. Imperfections and deviations are
possible. These demonstrate the individuality of each product. However,
should the cradle not live up to your expectations, do not hesitate to let us
know!
Hint! As these cradles were sawn by machines the edges might feel a bit
sharp and/or wood fibres might stand up somewhat. This can be easily
fixed by sanding the corners and edges. It will improve the touch and feel
of the Woody.
Hint! The longer wooden clamps must be bend somewhat when being
inserted. This way they will keep themselves in place.
Before assembling the Woody, please check if you have all the parts listed below.

Woody items:

8 wooden parts

1
1
4
1
4
2

mattress
spring including a safety line
cotton suspension ropes
bag with: 4 carbine harnesses, 4 thin hooks,
‘adjusting eights’, 4 stainless steel ‘feet’,
x 4 small white caps.

Swinging hook set (optional order): 1 swinging hook + plug

Warning!
Read the product conditions prior to use on www.hussh-cradles.com
Use of the spring: the spring must be used under normal conditions. The
manufacturer understands ‘normal’ not to include turning/twisting or a
sudden offload (discharge) of the spring. Consequently, children should
never be allowed to play with the cradle and/or the spring.
Always use the spring with the attached safety line.
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How to suspend the Woody cradle from the ceiling
The Woody is suspended from a swinging hook in the ceiling. This hook
can be screwed directly into a wooden beam (after predrilling). If you
have a concrete ceiling, use the plug. Test the safety of your construction
and make sure the hook can hold quite its share of weight!
Note: when screwing in the hook do not use much force as this can
weaken the hook.
How to assemble the Woody (pages 3 and 4)
For a good result, please take your time assembling the cradle.
Push the wooden parts together gently and evenly.
Pay attention to insert the hanging hooks the proper way.
See the drawing on the next page under ‘6’.
Adjusting the rope lengths equally is important. The cradle should hang
truly horizontal.
If your infant gains weight, or starts to sleep at the foot (or head) of the
bed, adjust the rope-lengths accordingly so the cradle hangs horizontally
once more.
If the Woody is on the floor you can block the rocking with the 4 ‘feet’.
NEN (safety organisation) advises to do so when leaving the cradle
unattended.
Washing instructions: the mattress cover can be washed at 30°C
(normal washing program)
If you feel your cradle hangs too high (high ceiling), you can attach an
extra piece of rope between the swinging hook and the spring, thereby
enabling you to lower the cradle to the desired height. It is possible to
order a separate piece of rope with an extra carbine harness and adjusting
eight for this purpose.
Time to assemble a lovely place for sleeping. See the assembly drawing
on the following page. Good luck!
We wish your baby ánd you many wonderful sleeping hours.
P.S. Your experience and photographs (or video!) of the Woody cradle
are very welcome!
Please send them to info@hussh-cradles.com
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